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and how it can work for you!



Ask the right questions to determine direction

What do you want in a ( house, or an agent)?

What’s important about_______?

What will having that do for you?



Always help your clients move away from fear and toward the future. 

To be effective at this, you must 
first look and listen to their 
language (both verbal and body 

language) before we can determine 
the best way to help them. 



Something needs to be attained, and 
they often move up as well as toward. 
Because of their focus on the carrot or 
the prize they are usually excited and 
energized by their goals.  It may seem 
like they are not aware of problems or 
pitfalls along the way. 

Tip: Someone moving toward pleasure may 
experience a lot of frustration when problems come up 
in the transaction.



Words And Phrases 
They Will Use: 

1. Attain
2. Obtain
3. Have
4. Get
5. Include
6. Attain
7. Benefit
8. Enable You To
9. Advantages
10. Forward

Toward Body Language: 

1. Pointing Toward 
Something

2. Looking At Something
3. Head Nods
4. Basketball Steeples
5. Gestures Of Inclusions 



o They are energized by perceived threats.
o Deadlines get these people into action.  
o These people are good at solving the problems, looking 

for anything that might be a rock in the road.  
o Sometimes they have trouble focusing on their goals 

because they are so distracted by and compelled to 
respond to negative situations.

o They have difficulty managing a schedule or priorities 
because the problem always needs to be fixed. 

Tip: 
The majority of people are motivated by moving away from pain. Using positive direction 
language may not be as effective as reminding them what they are moving away from. 



Words And Phrases 
They Will Use: 

1. Won’t Have
2. Solve
3. Prevent
4. Fix
5. Prevent
6. Not To Have To Deal With
7. Get Rid Of
8. It’s Not Perfect
9. Let’s Find Out What’s Wrong
10. There’ll Be Problems

Away Body Language: 

1. Shaking Head
2. Strong Gestures
3. Gestures Of Exclusion
4. Backing Up
5. Leaning Away From
6. Fist Gestures 





Statement X will mean Statement Y 
& 

Statement Y will mean Statement X 

You will use comparative adjectives like: 

oMore
o Faster
oHappier
o Easier
o Less

o Sooner
oQuicker
oHarder
oWeaker
o Farther

o Longer
o Shorter
oHigher
o Lower
o Better 



o The faster you list the house , the easier it will be to move by June.

o The happier you are with your new house, the happier I am because I 
know I’ve found a perfect match. Let’s get started, ok? 

o The quicker you can make a decision, the faster we can lock in a low 
interest rate.

o The smoother the transaction, the sooner we can settle. So make sure that 
you are getting everything to your lender on time. 



ü The faster you list the house, the easier it will be to move by June. 
ü And the easier you get moved by June, the happier your family will 

be. 
ü So the quicker you can make a decision, the faster we can get those 

pictures online. 
ü And the faster the pictures go on line, the sooner the house will sell. 
ü Doesn’t that sound good?

A Little 
Hypnotic, 
Isn’t It? 





o Two statements seem to give a choice and may sound different but are in fact the 
same. The two choices are created by the word “OR”. 

o Because you are moving the end of next week, I was calling to find out if we could 
go ahead and…SET AN APPOINTMENT…or would you want to get your house on 
the market this Thursday? 

o When we spoke several weeks ago, you mentioned that you would be 
interviewing agents, shall we…SET AN APPOINTMENT NOW… or would 
it be easier for me to swing by tonight and show you what I do to sell 
homes? 

o You’re beginning to realize that most agents you speak with 
are simply reading off a script. Would you want an agent 
who is interested in listening to what you want… or an agent 
who just wants to make a quick sale? (using contrast)



This pattern works best on people who are motivated by pain 
(which happens to be most of us). 

We give clients the choice between something they don’t want to do...
…and something they don’t want to do that sounds even worse! 

Tip: 
Always look at what they are resisting. 
A good clue is to listen to what they say after the word because. 
For instance: “I don’t want to lower the price because I have a lot of money into the property”. 

Now the first 
choice doesn’t 

look so bad. 



o You have a lot of money in your house, I completely understand. As the market 
continues to spiral downward, would you risk even more of your equity or… shall 
we get the price down to where it would be competitive. 

o As we look/hear this offer, will it be better to counter the offer… or wait for the 
unknown. 

o Good News! Interest rates went down today. Would you consider reducing the 
price now…or miss the chance to buy your next house at the lowest interest rates 
in history.

o There was no way to know the buyers would react this way to the home 
inspection. We could go ahead and get the roof fixed…or if this falls through we 
will have to disclose to the next buyer. 



You can also layer in a single bind: 

The faster you ______
the easier it would be to  _____. 

Would you want to ______
Or_________?


